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Editorial 

The lead article this month features another G scale garden layout. This 

one  belongs to Peet Aucamp and is located in Roodepoort, Gauteng. 

There is a number of reasons for featuring this line. The most significant 

of these is the editorial font had run dry! Peet came to the rescue. 

Secondly, while I do not normally use the newsletter to list second hand 

items for sale (this mantle is carried by Mervyn Mark in his monthly 

Blackmarket Express newsletter - hicky@megabits.co.za) an exception 

is made on this occasion. A large collection of LGB (refer last month’s 

North Star Chronicles) has come on to the market from an estate. The 

collection, which despite a significant number of items having been sold 

still comprises 70 locos is being marketed via Gumtree - 

http://www.gumtree.co.za/a-other-sports-leisure-items/durbanville/lgb-

model-trains-+-large-collection-+-excellent-boxed-

condition/1001471919980910178397109  
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As indicated last month LGB equipment is not cheap but arising from the 

death of the previous owner an opportunity exists to obtain either DCC 

powered (Massoth decoders) or straight DC locos plus rolling stock, 

track and accessories without having to import them and pay the 

associated transport, insurance and VAT. After all, Christmas is just 

around the corner! 

Peet Aucamp’s Flatrock Garden Railway (in his own words) 

My G-Scale story started way back in 1997 I went to my local hobby 
shop to purchase yet another HO scale steam engine for my already 
vast collection. As I walked into the hobby shop up against the main 
support pillar I saw this huge box containing a Bachmann steam engine 
and two coaches, some track and a transformer.  
It was love at first sight, for the second time in my life. The first time it 
was my wife. I managed to negotiate the price with the store owner and 
told her I would be back with the cash.  
I rushed home in a flurry of excitement and told my wife that I found 
another steam engine to add to the collection and insisted she 
accompany me to view it. So off we went to the hobby shop and before I 
could even show her the set I had already arranged to purchase, she 
walked straight to that very one and she too fell in love. She insisted that 
someday I must   purchase the set. (We all need wives like that! – ed). 
Together with the shop owner our prearranged payment plan could not 
have worked out any better, I simply picked up the set, walked to lady at 
the counter and like a pro put the set on the counter and confirmed that 
it was now sold. My wife was caught bit of guard but I could see the 
excitement in her eyes. 
The two of us rushed home like excited teenagers and set up the trains 
around the coffee table and watched it run. The more we watched 
unfortunately the more the excitement dwindled. We knew that this train 
was destined for more than just a measly coffee table that took no more 
than a few seconds to circumnavigate its tiny world. It was at this 
moment that my wife, Sonja, stared at the fire place and the idea hit her 
like a freight train. KNOCK SOME HOLES IN THE WALL 
SURROUNDING THE FIRE PLACE she shouted and make the train run 
around the top of the fireplace. I knew I had made the right choice in 
marrying this woman! We were both so excited at the idea that I started 
with the project that same afternoon 
A few boulders, litres of sweat, hours of work and tons of elbow grease 
later I had finished building my own trestle, truss and deck bridge and 
two tunnels thus completing the Railway around my fire place.  I also 
converted the fire place to a showcase complete with shelving and glass 
doors for my rolling stock.   
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The original layout 
 

 
That marked the beginning of the end for my HO train sets as they 
became the sacrificial lambs to be sold for the green stuff I needed to 
buy all my new G-scale trains.  
As I mentioned the year was 1997 and the internet was still in its infancy 
so information was not so readily available. I had to do all the research 
by myself in the library from model train books. I taught myself about 
bridges, scales and gauges, etc. and slowly expanded my knowledge 
into the world of G-scale trains. I later also subscribed to the Garden 
Railways magazine.  In the interim I sold my house and moved into a 
townhouse before I could start a garden railroad.  
The garden before construction started and during clearing 
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In April 2013 I officially started with the foundation of my current garden 
railway and I removed all the lawn, shrubs, etc.  
Laying out the track before earthworks were commenced in earnest 

  
The first step was to install the kerbs. I then continued with the hardest 
part of the construction, it turned me from a semi-retired hard working 
man into a prison slave.  I hauled all the rocks from Newcastle down in 
KZN.  The reason for this was that the rocks in Roodepoort and 
surrounding areas are boulders and due to my confined space I needed 
to plant flat rocks hence the name of my garden railways.  This meant 
multiple trips up and down with my vehicle and trailer and I hauled many 
more rocks than the initial 120 that I planted about one third deep into 
the ground.  I worked like a man in an orange suit, chiselled and ground 
the rocks to fit each other.  
Earthworks in progress 
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Once I had laid the rocks as a barrier, it was time to fill the track area 
with a total of 28 cubes of red soil and what felt like a lifetime of hard 
work. Flatrock Railway was finally born. It had to be kept in mind the 
design needed to be perfect so that the bridges would match and the 
expansion and contraction of the tracks would not affect the sleeper ties 
Getting ready for the track            Track laid - provision for drainage 

  
The next step was to level out the sand, fasten the LGB sectional track 
to paver stones then lay it all out and add chicken grit into the cement for 
the final look.  
More tracklaying                              Passing loop under construction 

 
Scratchbuilt trestle                          The circuit complete
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Once my track was laid out perfectly and the foundations were complete 
it was time to tackle the job of creating the tunnels through the great and 
almighty Flatrock Mountain Range. The tunnel itself was carefully crafted 
out of U bent Perspex which was placed on top of the track foundation 
and then covered with rocks to create the route through the mountain. 
My tunnel portals were sculpted out of plastic wood planks and form the 
finishing touches on the passage through the mountain pass. 
Marshalling yard under construction   Flatrock tunnel  

   
The Flatrock Railway was starting to take shape and it was time to add 
the infrastructure needed to form a thriving, working railway town. 
Stock pens                                          Buildings/structures positioned 

  
I had now gone from prison worker and slave labourer to town engineer. 
I was so delighted with my promotion and could not wait to start building 
my town. I had already scratch build the different buildings including my 
windmill, station décor, benches, platforms, coal tower (which is my 
steam engines charger), sand tower, my workshop, stock pens, level 
crossings and billboards and all the bridges.   All the other structures 
and buildings I currently have in the town are Piko plastic kits. This made 
the construction go a lot faster but all from start to finish the Flatrock 
Railway took me nearly two long years to the day to complete. 
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Due to the amount of time and effort I spent on this project it is a no 
brainer to have a train room in our townhouse for all my décor and rolling 
stock.  
Everything gets unpacked the morning prior to my open day which takes 
around three hours to set up and around two hours to pack it all away. I 
know this is a long process but is absolutely necessary to preserve the 
beauty that is Flatrock.  
When starting out and deciding on which brand of trains I would go with I 
decided that Bachmann would be my poison of choice. It might be a far 
cry from LGB quality but it is good value for money for that is what I 
started off with. The Tenth Anniversary edition steam engines which 
came later were even better quality. I decided to stick to one brand to 
make sure that everything matches.  
All my tracks are LGB for they are superior quality.  My points are R-1 
turn outs because that is all I could find at the time.  I have R-2 and R-3 
curves because this makes a layout look more realistic although I 
struggled to plan my layout considering I only have a small townhouse 
garden. 
My garden railroad is not based on any prototype or any other model 
railway. 
I researched the option of DCC eventually deciding that the better 
operating option is on board (battery) power with remote control so I 
don’t have to clean tracks and get stuck with dry joints and connections.  
I am also not stuck behind a control panel making more social to walk 
about the enthusiasts and be close to a moving steam engine at all 
times. 
I have my open days every alternative month on a Saturday from 10am 
till 4pm. I am creating a Facebook page to announce when the open 
days will be held. I do not ask entrance fee but donations for snacks are 
welcome. 
Future plans include getting a newspaper article published about my 
trains and maybe one day even the SABC to come out and do a small 
TV feature of Flatrock Railway. It is a peaceful, humble town and 
reporters will be treated as honoured guests. 
Lastly I have to thank my true rock of support and foundation of strength, 
my fantastic wife for all the hard work throughout the construction, the 
love and support of my hobby as well as all the work on my open days 
playing waitress and hostess, serving refreshments and snacks to all the 
guests. 
I am keen on starting a Garden Railway Club so please contact me at 
082-818-3357. 
Peet Aucamp 
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To finish off some shots of trains running on the Flatrock Railway 

  
 

  
 

  
  
I am indebted to Peet for sharing his photographs and for drafting the 
copy for the article and I now know who to call when I need assistance 
laying my track and building exquisite bridges/trestles! 
We are now well and truly into the “silly season”. Hopefully despite the 
Rand being in the casualty ward Father Christmas will fill your stocking 
with plenty of model railway goodies. 
 
Take the train! 


